
Some Tips on Writing an Excellent Essay
What is an Essay?

The word “essay” literary means an “attempt”. In an attempt to be
crowned with success, certain techniques, workable methods, and
perseverance are necessary. An essay is an organized collection of
ideas, facts, and figures about the topic nicely and elegantly
presented.

In other words, the essay must be well organized and well planned,
and nicely presented in a way that the reader should himself develop
an interest in reading. It must look tidy and should consist of
simple and easily understandable language. It must have an
interesting way of presentation. Above all, it must be used on
logical ideas, facts, and figures relevant to the subject.

How to Write an Excellent Essay?
Essay writing is an art. One may have a thorough knowledge of a topic
or a subject, but put one’s knowledge logically and coherently
requires logical skill, practice, and subtitle techniques’.

An essay can have many purposes, but the basic structure is the same
irrespective of the subject or the topic. You may be writing an essay
to argue a particular point of view or to explain the steps necessary
for the welfare of society. Either way, your essay will have the same
basic layout. If you follow a few simple steps, you will find that
the essay is almost written. You are required to apply your ideas,
facts, and figures, which are required to write an essay.

The following simple steps will guide you while writing an excellent
essay.
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Select the topic.
Outline your ideas.
Write the introduction.
Write the body.
Write the main points.
Write the sub-points.
Elaborate on the sub-points.
Write the conclusion.

Selection of a Topic for Your Essay

The selection of a topic for an essay is an important task. Evaluate
each topic you have to choose out of the list of topics. You must
simply consider each one individually. Select the topic

About which you have detailed knowledge about facts and figures. You
must be sure that it is the topic/subject about which you are
particularly well-informed. You must be sure that it is the
topic/subject about which you are at least moderately passionate. Of
course, the most important factor in choosing a topic is the number
of points and ideas you have about the topic. Even if none of the
topics you can find particularly appealing, select a topic that may
not be selected by other candidates or may be selected by a few
candidates. They will minimize the chances of immediate comparison of
the essay written by you.

Before you move on to write an essay, give a re-thought to the topic
you have selected. Once you are sure that your topic will be
suitable, start writing.
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1) Use simple words rather than complex words

Keep your writing style simple. Follow the standard rule in all
editing: prefer the simpler word while writing. This means writing
extra or more rather than additional; help rather than assistance;
use rather than utilize. Although you might need specific or
technical words, depending on your subject or topic, you should
choose the simpler word instead of the more difficult word.

“When something can be read without effort, great effort has
gone into its writing.”

Enrique Jardiel Poncela

Your essay should be interesting as well as easy to understand, By
using simpler words, you can make your essay much better.

2) Layout your essay to help the readers

All the viewpoints you want to explain need a start, a middle, and an
end. Traditionally, we think of the introduction, Body, and
Conclusion as the key parts of an essay. Logically, this helps us set
the context for the essay (introduction), present the facts, and
develop a set (conclusion).

Writing an Introduction to an essay

The introduction to an essay

The introduces the main idea of your essay. A good introduction gets
to the heart of the subject and attracts to create interest in the
readers. Most students write a poor introduction that needlessly
repeats information and turns off the reader to develop a negative



opinion about the essay. If you want to top grade for your essay,
must start with strong and logical views to attract the attention of
the readers.

3) Writing the body of an essay

This consists of supporting paragraphs, point-wise and logically
arranged ideas that show the maturity of the writer. Make out a list
of the points you wish to develop, place each point step by step in
its own paragraph and elaborate on each point with supporting facts,
details, and examples. Each paragraph and elaborates on each point
with supporting facts, details, and examples. Each paragraph should
clearly present the relevant information and develop an argument
based on the given facts and a review of opinions. This part of the
essay has 90% information and must satisfy the reader’s viewpoints.
The body of the essay must reflect solid reasons and show a clear
understanding of the subject, and develop your points logically.

4) conclusion

The conclusion poses a great impact on the readers about the views
offered by the writer. You must give your logical views in eh
conclusion that could be able to touch the hearts of the readers. It
must put a strong impression on the readers about the thoughts
applied in the essay. The conclusion itself should reflect the inner
vision of the writer. It should produce the main theme of the writer
to the readers. It should be able to convince the readers and make
them well conversant about the whole story discussed in the essay.


